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INTRODUCTION 

Ecologists and animal biologists are increasingly using tri-axial (3D) accelerometers to monitor animal’s 
movements and postures [3][5]. Analysis of these parameters enables the identification of specific animal 
behaviours and can be used to assist with conservation planning, pest control and species management. 
However the analysis process is onerous with much of the activity identification step undertaken manually and 
subjectively. Consequently, there is an urgent need for the development of new tools to streamline the 
management, analysis, indexing, querying and visualisation of species accelerometry data. In this paper, we 
present the Semantic Annotation and Activity Recognition (SAAR) system [1] which supports storing, 
visualizing, annotating and automatic recognition of tri-axial accelerometer data streams by integrating 
semantic annotation and visualization services with Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques. The 
interactive Web interface enables biologists to visualize and correlate 3D accelerometer data streams with 
associated video streams. It also enables domain experts to accurately annotate or tag segments of tri-axial 
accelerometer data streams, with standardized terms from an activity ontology. These annotated data streams 
can then be used to dynamically train a hierarchical SVM activity classification model, which can be applied to 
new accelerometer data streams to automatically recognize specific activities. 

OBJECTIVES 

The SAAR system [1] was designed and developed to satisfy the following objectives and user requirements: 

 To provide a repository on the Web where researchers monitoring animal behavior, can upload and share 
their datasets – and also search, retrieve and compare datasets from the same or different species; 

 To provide a platform by which ecologists can interactively record, share and re-use domain expert 
knowledge on animal movements within tri-axial accelerometer data streams in an interoperable, re-
usable manner; 

 To provide a set of Web services that can be used to analyse, tag and visualize 3D accelerometry datasets 
and synchronized video using terms from pre-defined ontologies); 

 To enable ecologists to build their own automatic activity recognition models by training classifiers using 
features extracted from pre-annotated training sets; 

 To improve the quality of results generated by SVM-based activity recognition classifiers; 

 To enable the sharing, re-use and refinement of activity recognition classifiers developed for specific 
species, between scientists. 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND METHODOLOGY 

A Web interface enables datasets (tri-axial accelerometer data in CSV format) and corresponding videos to be 
uploaded to the system’s server and described using simple metadata including: Creator, DateCaptured, 
Species, AnimalID, Location, Coordinates, Description. Users can search, browse, retrieve and open specific 
datasets and visualize both the tri-axial accelerometry data (and associated video if available) through a 
graphical user interface that comprises two panels (Plot & Video). Simple alignment tools enable users to 
precisely synchronize the data and video streams. 

An ontology-based annotation service enables domain experts to tag tri-axial accelerometry data streams 
manually using predefined ontologies that define the terms describing activities of interest e.g. running, 
walking, standing, sitting, lying. The most appropriate ontology is selected at run-time. The manually 
attached tags (and time stamps to data streams) are stored on an annotation server in RDF format. A user 
then specifies the set of tagged data streams which are to be used as the training data. The system extracts a 
set of features that represent each tag/label from the training dataset. The application-dependent features and 
representative labels are then used to interactively train a hierarchical SVM classifier that recognizes both 
“active” and “inactive” states as well as more specific sub-class activities. When new tri-axial accelerometer 
data streams are uploaded, the corresponding application-dependent features are extracted and input into the 
trained SVM classifier which automatically tags/annotates the new data streams [2] [6].  

The classification results are stored in RDF on a (Sesame) annotation server and displayed via the Web 
visualization interface for biologists to verify or correct. Finally statistical analysis tools are provided that 
calculate the statistics for each activity for a single animal or a set of animals (including average, minimum, 
maximum time of occurrence, cumulative time of occurrence in the whole period, total number of occurrence 
and standard deviation of the duration time). These results are presented as a pie chart on the Web interface.  
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                    Fig.1 : High level Architecture of SAAR                                 Fig. 2: User Interface to Tagging, Video and Statistical Analysis Tools 

Figure 1 shows the high level architectural components of the SAAR system1 which combines: Web 2.0 
technologies (Java, JavaScript, and Json) to maximize accessibility and collaboration; Semantic Web 
technologies (RDF, SPARQL, OWL ontologies) to maximize knowledge capture, re-use and interoperability; 
and the Libsvm Java library [2] which provides the SVM machine-learning tools for automated recognition of 
activities. Figure 2 illustrates the data stream and video visualization and tagging interface (on the LHS) and 
the pie chart displaying the percentage of time the animal spends doing each activity (on the RHS). 

EVALUATION 

Firstly we evaluated the performance of SAAR by conducting a set of experiments on the human and dog data 
sets.  We manually tagged both human and dog datasets identifying both high level (active and inactive) and 
low level activities (walking, running, standing, sitting and lying) (by looking at video). Four classification 
models (high and low level models for both humans and dogs) were developed by feeding the training sets into 
the SVM (C-SVC algorithm). We then submitted untagged human and dog datasets into the classifiers and 
compared the automatically generated results with the ground truth. The results reveal that the high level 
classification models produce: accuracy>97%, sensitivity>96%, precision>97% and specification>96% and the 
low level classifiers produce: accuracy>96%, sensitivity>80%, precision>80% and specification>95%.  In 
addition, the human classification models performed better than the dog because the human data set contains 
less noise. Future work involves using the classifier trained on domestic dogs, to automatically tag data 
acquired from wild species such as dingos or foxes. If this approach works, it will be extremely valuable as we 
cannot accurately train the classifier using dingo/fox data as there is no video data to provide the ground truth. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The SAAR system delivers an easy-to-use Web-based repository and a set of semantic tagging, visualization 
and activity recognition services that will greatly benefit those researchers who are using accelerometers to 
quantify animal movement and behaviour. Most significantly, SAAR enables domain experts to record their 
knowledge in a format that can easily be re-used to develop accurate machine learning algorithms capable of 
automatically recognizing behavioural patterns across a wide range of species. 
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